The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

It will also contain information as to where the Accredited Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are teaching the Ascended Masters' Instruction on the "I AM."

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.

THE SINDELAR STUDIOS
2600 South Hoover Street
Los Angeles, California
Stand! Face! and Conquer! Oh, Children of Light,
All that you meet by Its Power and Might;
Blaze forth Its Rays and illumine your path!
The "I AM" will give you all that It hath!

Stand! Face! and Conquer! Oh, Children of Light
Wield Its Great Scepter and banish all night;
Clear now the way and help all that you meet!
Lift all by your Light and know no defeat!

Stand! Face! and Conquer! Oh, Children of Light
Send out the Power from Love's Greatest Height;
Win now Life's Victory! Be TRUE to Life's Trust!
Hold ALL God's Dominion! Be Master! You MUST!

Stand! Face! and Conquer! Oh, Children of Light!
Be now Perfection and make all things right;
Blaze forth Thy Splendor! Thy beauteous Height!
Speak Life's Command—"I AM" MASTER OF LIGHT!

—Chanera
ELOVED ones, seeking the Light, how great is your privilege as you reach out to the Great Source of Life, your "Mighty I AM." It is the Greatest Intelligence, the Greatest Power of Action, the most Invincible Protection, when fully felt and called into action that mankind can have; then you have a right to feel greatly privileged.

I have not ministered to earth since My Ministry in France. I ministered then to the same individual who, this night, I begin to minister through in America, our beloved Joan of Arc.

You have been calling for the action of the Sword of Blue Flame. Now you shall have it! Mankind in their condition to-day are in the greatest need in thousands of years. Unless Divine Assistance comes to the people, they will perish under the conditions which are sweeping Europe to-day.

The Great Masters, the Ascended Beings, the Legion of Light and the Great Cosmic Beings are making every effort to give mankind the Assistance they require at this time; but humanity have not understood that they must give certain response; that they must make a call to Life, in order to have Its greater and fuller expression come into action through the human form.

The nations of the earth whose action is the feeling of the people of that nation, should be an example to mankind of what it means to change the attention from constructive thought, feeling and action to the destruction of the ages. You have read and studied various histories of the earth, largely telling you of the wars which have
swept the earth and the closing of civilizations; but this is one time when mankind shall not destroy itself!

The Great Cosmic Light has said that humanity shall blaze forth more Light and that means the expansion of YOUR Light. It is the Light Pattern of your human form, not only through your heart but within every cell of your body. The "I AM" Students are the only people on the face of this earth to-day, who have the slightest understanding of what is required of Life, by Life, to have Life.

The mankind of earth have so long forgotten their Source and turned from It, that Life is compelling them to come back to It again. Those who do not do it, will go out in destruction. Make no mistake about it, beloved people. The silly puny human beings, who believe they are sufficient unto themselves in just the human form in which they are manifesting, are strangely insane. The human being who thinks that his human form alone is sufficient is too childish and foolish to even be given consideration.

See what mankind has done throughout the ages. Except for the Assistance of this Great Presence of Life, the "Mighty I AM," they would have been sweeping the earth, to-day, with their destructive powers. The Messengers have told you that eighteen months ago war would have been in your America and it is true, quite true; because Europe had so planned it.

Now make no mistake, when We refer to Europe We are not condemning those countries; but the condition exists there and unless the people in America awaken, the same condition will exist here. I have come forth to give Assistance. Since
more than six hundred thousand people are calling for Me, I feel that it is My Duty to do what I can to Assist the earth and the people of America who have turned to the Light to stand firm and unyielding; and by that Power which I shall give them in moving among them, they shall wield the Sword of Blue Flame in their physical hands. They shall send forth that Power of Light which goes forth and dissolves human discord and destruction.

I want you to feel, beloved students, to-night this is no idle thing. Fear nothing in the future! No matter what condition confronts you! There still are individuals who will yet be seized upon by vicious forces and try to interfere with you, but they have no power! Now remember it! You, in the acknowledgment of your "I AM Presence," have the Power of a thousand people in calling the Mighty Light Rays, to silence all human discord and destructive qualities projected to your nation or to yourselves. I want you to realize, beloved students, that you are standing now at the time, when a little more firmness will send you forward into the Eternal Victory of the Light, beyond all mankind's ability at the present to comprehend.

It is no idle talk that the Great Cosmic Light will release Itself and sweep all human selfishness and discord from the planet, when enough of mankind are making this call. You, as Students of the "Mighty I AM," should understand what it means to call forth those Mighty Light Rays from your own Great Presence which beats your heart. Then you will understand, this Light being Invincible and knowing no opposite, is the Power that dissolves all discord which has been
accumulated in your land. If it attempts to intrude, it will have no power at your command!

You have friends Powerful and Mighty—the Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light and the Cosmic Beings. My dear people awaken! As students you have not yet sufficiently awakened to realize that your call is Supreme. You are not acting from the human form, you are calling to the Presence of Life whose Light Rays are All-powerful to go forward at your command and release the Power of Light in action, God, the “Mighty I AM” in action, before you and into your world of action. No human power has any activity to resist It. That is why, to-day, you stand as Masters of the world of human creation.

Therefore, hesitate not in calling forth this Mighty Power of the Light that stands Supreme. It has been waiting through the ages for the call of mankind. The people could not make it without this Ascended Master Understanding of Life. They could not make the call, until they understood that the Presence of Life is above them and beating their hearts. There is no human being on the face of this earth who can call and have a mathematically accurate answer to his call, until he knows the “Mighty I AM Presence” is there. When individuals do clearly know that in their feelings with full power, no one will make a call for a single thing and not be answered immediately. I want you to feel, beloved ones, that you are not subject to human conditions any longer when you know your Great Presence of Life and will call It into action with firmness in your feeling.

Therefore, to-night, I release to you in Philadelphia the Power of the use of the Sword of Blue
Flame. Mentally, picture It in your hands. Mentally, picture Its Mighty Force going forth throughout your city, dissolving and consuming every discordant human accumulation which has been gathered in your city. One of the Mightiest Activities in any of your cities of America is taking place here to-night. Over four hundred thousand discarnate entities will be removed from the City of Philadelphia, to-night. (applause—audience rising)

Beloved people of Philadelphia, while you are standing just let Me say a few words. Since Philadelphia is really the Cradle of Freedom and holds the Bell whose tones encircled the earth, even into the Great Octaves of Light, what do you suppose caused your Liberty Bell to break? The very power and sinister force who hoped one day to destroy humanity. The black magician who was the cause of it has been seized and removed from the earth. (applause) The day is not far distant, when that Bell will be transmuted into a metal which will pour Its Radiance forth to the physical sight of anybody. I ask you to await Its Mighty Manifestation.

Five of the twelve black magicians who remained in America have been seized, to-night, with these entities. (applause)

This Great Great Activity that is going on will bring mankind their very very Great Freedom for which they have been calling for centuries. You do not know it, but the Great Great Ones have been trying to give mankind Assistance. Not having sufficient attention from the physical octave of earth, They could not give it. To-day, since that attention is being given, the Great Powers of Light are taking Their Dominion on
earth. Beloved ones, as you make your calls to Life, try to feel all that Life means to you. Do not think Me harsh when I say that mankind has given Life no consideration whatsoever for many centuries! They have been using It and accepting It, yet never once pouring up one “I thank you.” They have not had one consideration for the privilege of using Life. It is not a privilege for Life to use you; you are privileged to use Life.

You might say to Me: “Well how does it come about that I am here?” Because you chose to come here. Life did not force you to come. Your Higher Mental Body, which stands above your human form, is the Director of your Life Energy and chooses when and where you shall go. Your puny forms which sometimes feel so important, what do they do when Life chooses to withdraw?

You know, beloved ones, as well as I do that when a human form lies helpless before you in so-called death, the Life has withdrawn. All the faculties were there and still are, but why do those faculties not act? Because that body was compelled to have Life within it, in order to act through it. There is not a human being who can deny it. Therefore, never let the human feel important before the Presence of Life; but compel it to stay humble enough so the Power of Life may find harmony of action through that human form to produce Perfection, hold Its Dominion and spread Its Mighty Radiance everywhere.

Therefore, I say to you, beloved ones, the Power of Light, the Power of Life is ready to take Its Dominion on earth; and even in the face of the conditions in Europe to-day, it still can. The Power of Light can sweep into it and annihilate every human destructive quality that is there.
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I ask you beloved Students of the Light individually and in your Groups, to make at least one firm determined call daily for those Groups in other countries. They are so small in comparison to your great numbers here; but they are standing just as firm in their few numbers in their call for your protection here and for Europe as you are. Therefore, try to realize that those who are in the seething vortex of the discord there, are standing firm and making their calls for you daily. It is a great service. Who shall say what your call for Europe might do!

It is a battle between Light and darkness for the entire earth and unless America stands as the Cup of Light, you will scarcely know what the formation of your earth was compared to its form to-day. In the recent earthquake in the Pacific, it shifted the force of the gas belts through the earth to many points where greater effort and greater call are needed. The sinister force attempted to shift the pressure to this little spur of the gas belts that comes down from Boston, into New York and into your Philadelphia. The black magician who was directing it was caught in time, to prevent its force reaching to the ends of those gas belts. If that had occurred it would have acted in New York, and Philadelphia. (applause)

Beloved ones, you are most fortunate in having the understanding to-day of how to call the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action so the protection can be given. I ask you, as firm sincere students, to stand unyielding in the use of the Sword of Blue Flame in your hands and send forth that Mighty Power and Radiance to dissolve human discord about you. It will harm no one, but through you it will cause to be dissolved the hu-
man destructive feeling which is trying to sweep mankind under by its tremendous force.

I tell you to hold steady, beloved students, a little longer, until this Substance of which you were told in Washington is dissolved and consumed. Then, you will have come to a point where greater Assistance can be released for your Victory and the Victory of the Light here. These forces that hate so greatly and do all they can to spread discord everywhere, must be governed; sometimes by force! That is what We shall proceed to do.

Now gentlemen, since the masculine element is charged with the inclination to be pugilistic, let Me call your attention to its action. What do you think acts through your arm, first through your feeling world? The Power of qualified energy. Your hand would have no force without that qualified energy charged into it, would it? Therefore, when We tell you that We intend to use force where it is necessary, We mean just that! We mean the Force and Power of Light that can absolutely silence any human action! Mankind must have this assistance.

Therefore, as you call and continue this activity, be aware of what is taking place. It is not just so many calls each day which is needed, but it means a gathering of power, energy charged with the Power of Light, which you are calling forth into action. When you are calling so earnestly to your “Mighty I AM Presence,” you are charging your feeling world with the Pure Substance of Light, which is energy of very high power. That is why there will be thousands of students in America in the near future who can say “STOP”! with a force that will fasten the
human form in its tracks. When mankind comes to see and understand that they are dealing with an Invincible Power with which they cannot cope, then they will begin to think and think deeply! think earnestly! Begin to think what Life is and what It means to them, and what they are doing with It.

My dear people, when you realize that mankind having given no thought nor attention to what they were doing with Life, yet constantly using It for discordant purposes, is it any wonder that humanity must take a stern firm determined stand to-day in order to reverse all the currents that have been qualified through the ages? It is a serious thing, ladies and gentlemen, a very serious thing!

I wish Saint Germain would see fit to release a goodly number of the students from the body, take them to Europe and the Orient and let them see and retain the clear memory of what is going on there. Then tell Me, if you want such a thing to come into your America.

Beloved ones, this opportunity is yours. It is still before you to win the great, the Mighty Victory of Light. There is only One Great Being remaining Who is yet to come forth and complete the Circle of Divine Power for the earth, and that is the Goddess of Purity. (applause—audience rising) When the way is sufficiently prepared, She will come forth and that will complete the requirements for the release of the Cosmic Light. I mean by that in Its greater commanding Presence and Power.

I give you great encouragement, to-night. While I am talking and giving to you and into your use that which your Higher Mental Body
will cause to come into action, the Mighty Sanat Kumara has focused His Mighty Light Rays into this room to assist you and those who are here for the first time, to awaken into the fulness of this Great Majestic Truth. As the Messenger said to you, there is not one thing in the whole of this Mighty Instruction which Saint Germain has brought forth that anyone on earth should not be happy, joyous and willing to accept. It is the explanation of all that has gone before; so utilize your opportunity to grasp this Great Understanding of Life. Apply It and have the Happiness and Freedom that has come to these beloved ones. (the Messengers) Let Life do for you all It wishes.

Do not think Me harsh, when I say it is time now for you to feel your obligation to Life and understand the correct use of Its Mighty Energy. It is not Life that is seeking you, but you who should be seeking Life, Its correct and Mighty Understanding and Its right application. That is the position mankind are in to-day. Life will not intrude Itself without your call, individually. Neither will the Ascended Masters nor the Cosmic Beings intrude Themselves into your world, unless you invite Them.

In the need of America, to-day, her people would be as helpless as infants, except for these mighty calls being made to the Presence of Life and to Those who have set Themselves free from the human limitations to which you are subject to-day. Every one of These Great Beings have once lived in human forms like yours. They have set Themselves free by this Great, this Mighty application of the Law, the "Mighty I AM." Therefore, if you care to give It your attention and application you will set yourselves free, not only from
illness and discord in the body; but from the financial struggle that has mankind to-day in its clutches; for scarcely one in America knows which way to turn.

We know the feelings of mankind. We know their fears. We know the torture that thousands and hundreds of thousands are going through to-day because of their fear of conditions; for they know not from one day to the next what is going to occur. With the intrigue that is going on in America, vicious individuals have been using the most subtle means of trying to spread destruction to mankind during the past five years. In four years, the great, the Mighty Inroad which has been made on those destructive forces by the calls to the Power of Light has been unparalleled throughout hundreds of thousands of years.

Do you think that any who are coming forth to Saint Germain's Assistance to-day would have come, if They did not see that He had stirred within the feeling world of mankind the conscious acceptance of the "Mighty I AM"? It is mankind's acceptance which has given Them the means of sustaining the gathering force and Power of the Light—that has enabled the Great Cosmic Beings and other Great Beings of Light to give the Assistance which mankind must have. There would not have been One of Those Great Beings come forth; for you will remember, only He and the Beloved Nada believed that two could be found in America, to-day, who would be strong enough to carry this Message and the Light. They were found, and they have proved themselves to the world. (applause—audience rising)

Just a little further along, you will begin to see such evidence of these mighty calls that have gone
forth. Think of it, they are reaching to the very Heart of the Powers of Light which govern this system. If mankind will not awaken through that which has already been stirred into action, then there would never be a chance of mankind’s redemption from the limitations into which they have drawn themselves.

I want you as students, to feel your great, your mighty part in this awakening of mankind. Please feel, as you have been told numbers of times, that, in issuing these Mighty Decrees, you get the full force into them. I say to your beloved Frances, please do not take your Decrees quite so fast. Take them fast enough to gain the energy, but do not take them so fast that you do not get the full force into them. Just a trifle slower and you will get the full power and force that she is calling forth into them. It is very important. When you strike a certain intonation on the Words, "I AM," as the Washington Class did at least twelve times in succession; then you will realize the Power that the utterance of those Words means to you, who are an individualized Focus of God at your point in the Universe.

The Words, "I AM," are the Mightiest Words in any language that ever has come forth in the use of mankind in four and a half million years. They are the Power of Light! They are the Signal to all the Forces of Light, when you utter Those Words, to come into action at your point in the Universe. They are an acknowledgement that you are God Beings and that the Power of Light in you is the Power of God, the "Mighty I AM." As you come to understand this more fully and feel more deeply Its Power and Action in and through you, then will you gain your Mastery. You will see the
outer manifestation so quickly, your heart will rejoice that you were strong enough to stand until the momentum gained its full power in action at your call.

You, as sincere students, have seen the Messengers climb in four years from days and weeks of application until to-day in one mighty call they can have and do have, hundreds of times, instantaneous answers to their calls. This should be the greatest encouragement to the students, because they actually do it. It is not a matter of someone saying so, but where it took them weeks of application four years ago, the answer comes in one call to-day. That is the Power of momentum gained. It is the charge of Light, Self-luminous, Intelligent Substance into your feeling world, which stands there a Motive Power to charge forth at your Decree, at your call. At your projection of the Light Rays, the energy goes forth before you into your world to produce any given result.

You are dealing with a Mighty Power, not a power that is harmful, for It only consumes destructive forces. Do not fear that you are harming each other by the use of the Sword of Blue Flame or the Violet Consuming Flame. My dear ones, ALL this activity is governed by the Power and Wisdom of your “Mighty I AM Presence,” through your Higher Mental Body. Therefore, dismiss forever all fear within you that any use and activity of this Mighty Law could harm anyone or anything. It will stop, silence and dissolve human discord, but God knows you want to do that, do you not? (applause.)

As a practical expression of Its Power—look at your homes in America to-day. Where can you find a home that is wholly harmonious? I am
asking you a very serious question, beloved ones. Then, how did that inharmony intrude into those homes which were once so happy? By the vicious sinister thing that came from Europe and from Russia where it had its origin. You know it in your America, to-day, as the communistic element, which has its many tentacles reaching out under various names. It is a force that is acting, dear people. It has almost undermined your great and blessed America; your great and blessed people.

Remember, beloved people, you who have been drawn into this Mighty Light of Saint Germain, of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” are largely those who lived in that Great Civilization of seventy thousand years ago. You knew Him then. Why do so many of you, to-day, when you touch the “Mighty I AM” and see Him, feel you have come home? Because your heart knows it. The Light within your heart always knows! When you learn to respond to your heart action, then you will always know and feel the action of the Mighty Truth and Its Divine Direction.

Beloved people, always turn first in all this Mighty Assistance to your Presence of Life. Really feel and know the statement that has always been before you: “There shall be no other Gods before Me.” That Me is your own “Mighty I AM Presence.” When you make a god of something, of a human appearance, you have forsaken your own Life. How many people have made a god of money; a god of beautiful homes, a god of beautiful conveyances and all that kind of thing, and how do you do that? By the great power of your attention focused upon it, instead of on the Presence of Life, the “Mighty I AM Presence,” which gave it to you.
Think of it! Whatever you have had in this embodiment or any other came to you from your Presence of Life or it would never have arrived. Why does the Understanding of the “Mighty I AM” silence so quickly all human conditions and bring about the release of happiness? Behold the Messengers before you, dear people! Most of you students know that in four years they have set themselves free. Without a dime, Saint Germain asked them to go forth and they have come into the Victory of Life, in the face of the greatest viciousness that has ever been directed at two people.

If they can withstand that, then there is a Divine Power which has given them strength and courage to be so fearless before mankind. It has caused mankind to come forth and acknowledge their own God Presence, call It into action and release the Freedom that is now being experienced by more than seven hundred thousand people to-day. These are proofs, if mankind wishes to look for them. When you prove the Law to yourself, when you prove It by your own application, you will know what proof means in the outer world; but you will never understand the Law fully until you apply it yourself.

Mankind are facing the culmination of the accumulation of the ages and are being compelled to prove the Presence of Life to themselves. That is why this Mighty Application has brought such great Power and Light and why It is reaching throughout America to-day.

Do you know, beloved students and friends who are here, these two humble individuals are known very definitely in every part of the world to-day? (applause—audience rising) If they did
not know their Law, that might not be such a happy thing. Remember, to be known to a world of which only a small percent wants to be constructive, is not such a happy acquaintance. Remember that and remember these two humble individuals stand before the vortex of the whole world to-day. Do you not think that Our Eternal Guidance pours to you for your blessed Love and calls! Think what your Great Love means—nearly eight hundred thousand people pouring forth to these two precious ones who have been so staunch in carrying the Light and Freedom to mankind. I want you to feel it, to-night, as you never did in your Life before.

That blessed one (Mrs. Ballard) who was once burned at the stake, will not be this time. (applause) Now, I want you to feel something with Me. Imagine what it meant at that time, when We were not permitted to interfere with the free will of mankind, not even with vicious individuals. We, after raising her up to save France had to stand by and see her burned at the stake. To-day, since the free will of vicious individuals may be withdrawn, the world is no longer at the mercy of the viciousness of mankind. You will pardon Me if I say it, but there are those in the orthodox world, to-day, who are preaching against these Messengers. They would burn them at the stake just as readily, to-day, as they did then, but thank God they have no power to do it. (applause)

Beloved ones, the most fortunate of mankind, you are living in an age of two great great extremes, the Light and the shadows. The shadows always dissolve before the Light! When this room is in darkness and you turn on the Light the darkness disappears. So, as you turn on more Light
of the Great Presence of Life by your calls, it be­comes a far more powerful thing than turning on the switch that flashes the lights to illumine this room. Your call to the "Mighty I AM Pres­ence" is the Power that turns the key to the Light of the Universe and the Light of the world. It turns the Light into the conditions of mankind about you and your America whom you love. Is that not the same Light and Power that dissolves the darkness in the room and dissolves the dark­ness in mankind? To not understand and use this Power of Light is the failure of mankind.

Do you not see when you understand the "Mighty I AM," there is no person in this world that can dominate you, or who can tell you that you must obey him? The priesthood of the time of your Beloved Ascended Master, Jesus, who cru­cified Him, tried to stop His expansion of this Light. Do you think, if the same conditions were here, to-day, that they would not do the same thing? Since mankind has been set free from such great great quantities of human accumulation, the Light is releasing more powerfully.

I know quite well there are those of mankind who have heard about the war entity of Europe being dissolved and they have said: "If that be true, then why does the war in Europe go on"? Be advised! The momentum of centuries is still holding its action in the feeling and habits of the people for sometime after the accumulation has been dissolved in the atmosphere over Europe. It is the same with you individually to-day. If you will not continue to use the Violet Consuming Flame, through and around your human form to purify your feeling world, you will never be free in ages to come, from that which has been your
accumulation of the centuries past. It will con-
stantly come forth into outer action for redemp-
tion, and if you are not aware of it, whatever
quality was charged into your feelings will act.
If it be destruction, then it will find the same
kind of destruction into which it will draw you
in the outer world.

That is why I say, beloved students, use that
Violet Consuming Flame as you value your Life
and you will have no accidents, disturbance or
illness of any kind, to mar your progress and the
expansion of the Light within you. I wish you
would call for the expansion of the Light in the
CELLS of your body as well as your heart. Your
beloved Harry Rogers, as you have heard him
say so many times in his Contemplation Groups,
calls for that definite action and it is well.

To-night, feel your Freedom! To-night, feel
your Authority and Power in calling your
"Mighty I AM Presence" into action. Be kindly,
but be so firm and so determined to have the full
Power of the Light of your "Mighty I AM Pres-
ence" in action in your world that not one human
thing can intrude from the outside to mar your
progress or the glory for which you are calling.
It will come. There is no question about it, but
you must be firm and unyielding.

We have observed thousands of students who
have even wavered, but yet in that wavering re-
minded themselves that they must be firm and
more firm. Then, as they continued in that greater
firmness, all of a sudden the wall went down and
they stepped forward in their Victory in almost
every way. You too can have the Victory. Yield
not to any human appearance which would try
to make you believe that you have not succeeded
in your application.
I am speaking directly to those of Philadelphia. You should rejoice as never before in your power to stand as you have here. You now are beginning to gain numbers rapidly. Mankind will see and understand that you are honorable, earnest, sincere people, seeking the Freedom and Power of Light blessing everything as you go along, but yielding to no destructive thing. Such is the position of the students to-day.

Be so kindly and so firm against human discord. I say, beloved Group Leaders of America, you must be more and more firm against any discordant element in your midst. Do not hesitate to have them taken out at once. (applause) Know that the Light is pouring forth Its Infinite Power to you. You are the Children of the Light. Please do not let your outer world position cause you to recede for one instant from the full feeling of your ability to call forth the Power of your "Mighty I AM Presence" to set you free, no matter what your position is to-day.

Saint Germain has said and I say to you, I can take one of the humblest individuals on the street and if such an one will give Me implicit obedience, I can raise him inside of five years into the Victory of Life; because the Light of God, the "Mighty I AM Presence" is acting within the heart of every human being. As soon as real earnest, sincere attention is given to the "Mighty I AM Presence," Its Light will expand, Its Power will intensify and Its Flow will go forth into the body and world of the individual, giving it the strength, power and the dominion to conquer the conditions of human accumulation which it confronts.

To-night, rejoice with all your hearts. Go forward in the Power and Victory of the Light and yield not to a single human appearance.
I thank you beloved ones, with all My Heart for your attention, for your Love, for your kindness. May the Power of My Love and the Power of My Sword of Blue Flame going forth before you clear the way and give you the courage and the confidence to stand immovable in the Power of the "Mighty I AM." Go forward Its Almighty Victory.

I thank you.

Saint Germain’s Decree:

"Mighty I AM Presence" take out of my feeling world all sense of limitation and fear of lack of money. Replace it with the fulness of Your Presence and Your Limitless Abundance of all good things, including money.

Jesus said use before retiring every night:

"Mighty I AM Presence"! and Great Host of Ascended Masters, charge me and my world with happiness, Peace and the Victory of the Light.

Every morning:

"Mighty I AM Presence" charge me with absolute fearlessness of the appearance world and see that it no longer deprives me of my freedom.

Nada’s Decree:

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! charge every honest individual, lawyer, judge and official in our governmental activities, national, state and municipal with Your Power of Invincible Protection, Divine Order and Divine Justice for constant action; and cause all activity of circumstantial evidence to cease from mankind forever.
"THE NEW YEAR SPEAKS"

"Make me Oh, so Perfect,"
Says Nineteen Thirty-nine;
"Mighty I AM Presence"
Says, "yes, that's very fine,
I will do all you ask,
I can bless Oh, so well,
If you accept Me now
And live the Truth I tell!"

— Chanera

THE NEW YEAR’S BLESSING

In behalf of all the Ascended Masters, we extend deepest Eternal Love, Gratitude, Protection, Prosperity, Blessing and Happiness to all under this Radiation, then to all in America and throughout the other countries of the world.

We bless you all who sincerely seek and serve the Light—for your own precious selves and for all you have done in the Service of the Light!

May the Treasure-house of the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Masters flood you, your loved ones and your world with all the Light, Victory and Supply within Its Heart.

This is our great call to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Masters for you and yours. This Fiat has gone forth and is releasing Its physical fulfilment to you this moment to set you free. It is Real! It is tangible! It is Almighty in your hands and use this instant.

We especially charge our beloved United States of America with all the Ascended Master Light required to bring Divine Justice to our people and invincible protection to all within our borders who serve the Light.

The Eternal Victory of Light enfolds you and you abide in Its Almighty Power.

Lovingly and Gratefully,
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
ELOVED students, that you may more fully realize how mighty are your Decrees, I call your attention to the short time you have been calling for the Goddess of Purity to come forth. Since the discordant substance within the atmosphere of America has been dissolved and consumed, in exactly twenty-three hours, one million discarnates have been taken from America. (applause) This has brought the condition of the atmosphere of earth to a point where the Goddess of Purity can come forth; (applause) and She will come forth from within the Great Silence next Sunday. (applause)
Now ladies and gentlemen, if you have outgrown the belief in Angels, be kind enough to change your minds. (applause) Preceding Her for hours, will the Angelic Host come within the atmosphere of earth. (applause) This is one of the Mightiest Activities that the earth has known in more than eighty thousand years. (applause)

Beloved students, you have heard Me discuss these things which have been accomplished since the Messengers were here six months ago. Such things are not just words. They are describing to you these actual physical results. Remember, all of this is within the atmosphere of earth and is the action of physical substance. When We tell you these things, beloved ones, it is because it is the Truth and for your great encouragement.

All mankind needs plenty of encouragement at this time, but you are having it, and while it is necessary for you to take Our Word for these things for a short time, yet you do see and have seen the changes in the out-picturing of conditions, as these various activities have taken place. So I say to you, be assured that the Great Powers of Light must see great achievement ahead, in order to have permitted the Goddess of Purity to come forth to the earth once again. (applause)

I will not try to explain to you why the Goddess of Purity is considered such a Sacred Being among all the Great Beings. Some day, I shall tell you the reason why.

My dear ones, ladies and gentlemen, I do congratulate you of Los Angeles and vicinity, as well as those visiting here for this tremendous determination to free America from all opposition to This Work. I thank you. You will be given unlimited assistance; (applause) and it is right that
it should stop. Always remember, in stopping it, you are working in perfect co-operation with the Great Law of Life.

The momentum of these Mighty Decrees, beloved ones, you can scarcely comprehend. Will you please always remind yourselves, that all very powerful action and force is invisible? Even in the mechanical action of the outer world, still is all that power and force invisible. You see the carriers of it, sometimes the generators, but you do not see the force itself. Therefore, why not accept Our Force which is always sent forth under Our Direction! Then, you will understand more easily and more fully why your Decrees are so powerful. One individual is powerful, but my dear ones, when you take two thousand people, or six thousand people together issuing these Mighty Decrees as you are doing in your Contemplation Groups and adoration here, do you slightly comprehend what it means?

Do you quite realize that last night in the Mighty Fiat which went forth in the release of the great power, energy and substance in your Decrees, it made possible the removing of this great number of entities from the earth! That was accomplished right here. Then, will you not have limitless courage and strength in giving your individual Decrees; in your work for America, in the adjustment of conditions in your transportation and industry; and in the other activities of America, of Life, which are now required for outer adjustment?

I tell you frankly you are a power, dear ones, and always a constructive power; because you are asking the Presence of Life to act. It is beyond the comprehension of the average individual as to
what the Presence of Life will do for you and through you.

As magnificent as the other classes of the Messengers have been, there has not been any that touches the transcendency of this in achievement. Much of it We have not spoken of so far, but We must allow Wisdom to guide as to what We shall speak of before the class. These are times of great achievement I tell you. Do you wonder that We love you so greatly and that Our Gratitude is so great that you are willing and have had the expansion of the Light within you to give this response to Life, to Light? We see how magnificent it is. Do you wonder that Our Love is so great to you in your staunch strong determination that this Light go forth victorious throughout America? It shall do so! (applause)

I am sure the majority while I am speaking to you have seen the wavering vibratory action in the atmosphere in this room over your heads. Of course It is going through your bodies the same way, but it is very tangible. I am sure a great number have seen it. This time It has been quite tangible in every class in its various activities and the colors used.

Have limitless courage and strength to go forward. Do not accept, beloved ones, individually, that there is one single thing in your Life which cannot be conquered by this Power of the Presence of Life. You are being given limitless Assistance, but do not think for one moment that We would hesitate, even without your asking, to render any Assistance that might be required in your great determination to be free. Do you know that every one of you who is sincere, is directly in touch with Our Vibratory Action all the time,
and the slightest call from you is known to Us instantly? It might seem strange, but it is quite natural. In our Octave, there is no limitation of any kind. Therefore, We can answer many as well as one.

I want you to feel how limitless is your Life and the Power of your Presence which you are calling forth into action. It is so magnificent. Oh, you are coming more and more into the great tangibility of It. Sometimes, you do feel more satisfied if you can reach out and touch It.

May you feel, to-night, all that is here of Our Great Courage and Strength. I am releasing this Great Courage and Strength to you which will remain. It is not a passing thing, but I want you to have it, because it means so much in your application. Then, you will be dauntless before a thing that has not seemed to yield. You will say: "Well, you might just as well obey, because you have got to do it." Feel it! Feel your independence toward anything that does not want to yield. Say: "Well, you might as well do it, because you have got to do it." Feel that! I tell you frankly, you will feel a Power and Command that will give you the assurance. Then, as you go on, you will find everything will come into action that you require.

I thank you with all My Heart, beloved ones, and may My Great Eternal Love enfold each one in Its Mighty Strength and Courage until that day, not so far distant, when We know each other a little better. (applause)
The hour has come to see the shining face of your "Mighty I AM Presence"! Its slender Hands point you every minute to Victory and every second is now filled with Mighty Ascended Master Miracles of Perfection forever!

(Excerpts from David Lloyd’s Discourse to the Minute Men, New York City, Dec. 4, 1938)

GENTLEMEN, remember as you look at the Chart and see those Light Rays going forth, try to make yourselves feel their full Power and realize all that it means. You stand in the same position to-day as those who are being trained in the use of those Light Rays in the Retreat in Arabia. There is no thing on the face of this earth or anywhere else that is as valuable, as important, as the use of these Light Rays to-day. You may not see them, but when you call the Presence to project a Light Ray to render any service, that instant Its Light Ray goes forth; and if you can really feel that in the fulness of all it means, you will be able to absolutely render a service which is incredible to you at the present moment.
In the last five or six classes the Messenger has poured that forth like a river, trying to get the students everywhere to realize that this Power of Light knows no opposition. When called forth It goes forward into action that instant. As you close most of your Decrees with the call for It to be sustained, then It is sustained. The thousands of letters and telegrams of the instantaneous healings which take place show the Power of not only healing of the body and the remedying of all conditions which are not quite balanced but of the healing and solving of conditions in the outer world.

When you see and know that this is done, you will understand why you are not subject any longer to the limitations and conditions which the outer world has imposed upon itself. The appearance world you must understand is not real. It is only the Power accumulated by the re-qualified energy released by mankind. It is not an eternal thing. The Power of Light is eternal and a thousand times more powerful than all the appearance world put together. That is why you must understand this and become more and more firm in the following acknowledgment: “When I call this Light Ray forth into action to render this service for myself or someone else, It goes into action with the Infinite Power of Light and stays in action until the achievement is complete”! If you once fully understand this point, there is not one thing in the world you cannot accomplish; and remember you cannot harm anyone in this activity.

You cannot harm anyone by calling the Light Rays forth because They are Love, Wisdom and
Power acting in balanced form. They will dissolve all discord, all imperfection and viciousness, but They cannot harm anything that is good, because They are the fulness of good within themselves. That is what you need to understand and of which you need to remind yourselves in all your application and the Decrees you issue.

You have heard these Decrees issued for a long time. What do you think happens? To-day, you have stood and issued these Decrees as one voice. Their activity is the same as when you throw a stone in the water and you see these waves go out. Well These Decrees are a thousand percent, many thousands of times more powerful in the Radiance of the wave as it goes out. It not only carries the wave of vibratory substance, but it carries a Radiance and Power of Light as it goes forth and spreads into the mental and feeling world of mankind.

Nada’s Decree:

“Mighty I AM Presence” charge and fill my being and world with Divine Order and Divine Justice.

Saint Germain’s Words:

“Mighty I AM Presence” take command of my feeling and desire world and raise them into Your Heart and the full command of my Higher Mental Body.

Saint Germain’s Decree:

“Mighty I AM Presence” take out of every human being under this Radiation the capacity for lying, deceit and treachery of every kind and replace those qualities by the Goddess of Truth in eternal possession of their consciousness.
In accordance with Saint Germain’s Wish, we are asking all at the “I AM” Schools to dress in white for dinner and to make your evening meal the apex of your day’s activities. It should be a time of great happiness and preparation for that day, when you will all sit down to a table at which He, Our Beloved Ascended Master, Saint Germain, shall preside as Host; and you and we as guests shall do Him the honor that belongs to Him, through the Love He has showered on us all.

Let no one sit down to a meal at the Masters’ Table unless he or she is in immaculate attire and ready to receive his Ascended Host at any moment. No one knows the hour, day or moment when He might come to give you some very transcendent Blessing and Assistance. So be prepared to receive Him at any moment.

It is also another request that no one in the “I AM” School ever attempt to acquire collegiate habits. We are cultivating Ascended Master Habits, and they are always of the most refined type.

Shirts should be tucked in and kept in. Stockings and sox should be held up smooth with garters. Ties should be on and tied. The boys and
gentlemen should not sit at the table with sleeves rolled up or coats off. All should be as clean, formal and Perfect as though your Host were present; for if you provide a place for Him at the table, He will focus His Light and Power there for your blessing, or He may often ask one of the Other Ascended Masters to come in His Place and give you the Help and Blessing which They want you to have.

Preparedness is our watchword. Be it every day in every way and that means the very greatest refinement, obedience, co-operation and preparation to produce Perfection at any moment.

The dinner at the “I AM” School is an Ascended Master Ceremony of Perfection. Therefore, prepare accordingly and Be the Ascended Masters’ Culture in all you do each moment.

Jesus’ Words:

Three times a day: “Mighty I AM Presence” I accept the fulness of Your Perfection and Almighty Directing Intelligence, as the only acting Presence in my being and world.

Saint Germain’s Words:

In the Name of the “Mighty I AM Presence”; in the name of the American people; in the name of the humanity of earth; in the Name of the Light of God that never fails, I decree that every spy in our Airial Forces and every activity of dope that has crept within our avenues of National Defense, shall be stripped from those activities with the speed of lightning; everyone revealed and Divine Judgment descend to take its toll and clean our country forever from all interference with out Airial Transportation.
NE of the most important of all the things the Ascended Masters have told us is what the Goddess of Purity said on New Year's Day, regarding Purity in the individual's own mind, body and world.

This also applies to Study Groups in the quality of the energy sent forth in the Decrees, which the Ascended Masters take up, amplify and charge with Their Perfection to correct human conditions.

The Goddess of Purity said that unkindness is an impurity because it is less than Perfection. Then, every thought, feeling, word and act which contains unkindness is a cloud of darkness cast over the points of Light in every cell of the body and in the atmosphere around the body.

No shadows of any kind for any reason whatsoever can ever go into the Octave of Light where all is absolute eternally sustained Purity; because It is Permanent Perfection.

Then, will everyone of the "I AM" Students in every Study Group please realize and remember that every thought, feeling, word or act of criticism, or discord toward any other Study Group or "I AM" Student is a cloud or shadow not only in the individual's own atmosphere, but upon the Light which Saint Germain, Jesus and the Other Ascended Masters have brought into the atmosphere of earth to help harmonize, sustain and
raise struggling suffering humanity out of its misery and limitation, to keep it from being completely destroyed.

As "I AM" Study Groups, you should be a blazing, shining Jewel of dazzling Light and Power from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Life to illumine and raise mankind. Remember, an unkindness to each other is an unkindness to Saint Germain, Jesus and the other Ascended Masters; because They have drawn you into Their own Light and Radiance to protect you. Will you help to protect yourselves and save mankind from annihilation by the destructive forces?

Saint Germain’s Words:

"Mighty I AM Presence" You take command of my being and world! regulate my appetite and see that I eat the proper food.

Saint Germain’s Words:

"Mighty I AM Presence"! charge my Selective Discriminating Intelligence into action in my brain, body and feeling world with Your Mighty Intense Action.

Nada’s Words:

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! let Thy Divine Judgment descend into all destructive persons, places and conditions in our governmental, industrial, commercial, financial, aerial, and educational activities and compel Divine Justice and Divine Order to manifest everywhere. Wield Your Sword of Blue Flame into the heart center of all such activities, cut to pieces all discord and bring forth the Victory of the Light in America and to her people everywhere. We thank Thee it is done.
Excerpts from the Goddess of Light’s Discourse at the Shrine Class, December 24, 1938,

Oh, that you might fully realize the innumerable times the Great Ones have been sent to give you Strength and Courage to surmount the conditions which confront you and how many times the promptings from within have come and you allowed the pressure of the attention upon outer things to prevent your responding to that prompting.

To-day, the great blessing which is coming to the young people of America is magnificent. The change beloved ones, throughout your colleges and universities is very important. There is plenty of room for improvement yet, but still the change that has taken place is joyful beyond all words. Would you like to know how this great Law operates in that respect? Bob, Rex, Nada and Pearl, those beloved Children of the Light who are so enthusiastic, are so limitless in Their energy which They want to give forth to protect and bless the young people in America.

I say to the Ascended Master Youth of America and all young people who have come to understand this Presence: “My dear ones, if you really would be sincere in your call and give obedience, the heavens would open to you in the out-pouring, the out-picturing, of the blessings which would come to you; because the Great Power of Life is amplifying the slightest effort of the youth in the
call to Life for Its Perfection, for they must be the guardians of the Light of the future.

While you, as grown-ups, are rendering a mighty service to your America, as well as the children—far greater than you will know for many months to come—still the activity of the future must be considered as in the Ascended Master Youth, and that is no figment of anyone's imagination.

When that Name was given the Youth of America, it was given by the Cosmic Power. It established the attention of mankind upon this Perfection, that there might be produced the Ascended Master Youth of America. In your call to Life, in your call for the protection of America, the energy you have released by the issuing of these Mighty Decrees has furnished the Substance and Energy by which Bob, Rex, Nada and Pearl have rendered a service in your colleges and universities that is unparalleled up to this time. It is why I am grateful for the opportunity of calling this to your attention to-night.

At this season, the intensity of mankind is drawn to the height of the entire year toward harmony and Perfection. The outer world is largely forgotten for the moment in the great earnestness and intensity of reaching out to the Great Christ.

I am so grateful that in My Country of South America where I freed Myself, there is the Great Symbol, the Christ of the Andes. Can you imagine My Feeling when I saw that was to be accomplished? It belongs to South America. It belongs to North America; and I shall ask you to listen to something very wonderful on your patriotic night, something that has recently been discovered, showing you how the Forces of Light always protect. It is another instance of Its guarding your America, Our America. (Applause)
NEW SONGS

T IS our very great privilege and joy to announce the release this month of two new songs SON OF LIGHT and CALL TO LIGHT.

SON OF LIGHT was first sung and dedicated to Oakland, California. The Ascended Masters have said that every Mother who sincerely uses this song and with determination makes the call for the Ascension of her children, will not only open the door for their Ascension, but will attain her own through that call also.

All individuals who love children and young people, whether they be parents or not, can render this Mighty Service to the younger generation; and thus annihilate the effects of the destructive suggestions and activities which have been imposed upon them in the past.

Through this song gigantic and transcendent Cosmic Assistance is being offered to the people of earth in order to protect all constructive activities so they may survive into the future.

The younger generation is the most valuable asset mankind has to-day, for they are the builders of the future. We owe them all we can give for their Protection, Perfection and Victory of the Light! Let us all now do our part and help them without limit!

CALL TO LIGHT was first sung in Seattle, Washington, where Its Mighty Light, Radiation and Action started forth to bring complete Freedom and Illumination to all forever.

This Song is dedicated in Eternal Love and Blessing to the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Goddess of Light, Whose release of the Cosmic Light is freeing mankind so rapidly from the
humanly created discord which has bound them through the centuries. This was the song She used by which She accomplished Her own Victory, Freedom and Ascension.

These Songs are available through the Saint Germain Press.
Price each $1.00 Postpaid $1.15

Victrola Records will soon be available of these two songs for daily use by the students and can be secured from the Saint Germain Press.

We wish to announce the release of a new Victor Record—Nearer Thee and Cross of Blue Flame—which may be secured through the Saint Germain Press.

Saint Germain’s Words:
“Mighty I AM Presence”! dissolve and consume all mankind’s disobedience, cause, effect, record and memory from the face of the earth, and replace it with Ascended Master Light Substance and Cosmic Divine Love.

Saint Germain’s Words:
“Mighty I AM Presence”! see to it that the political forces have no power to sway the people of America, nor to change the decisions of Divine Justice, that energy shall be qualified by the Divine Justice of the Ascended Masters and released to our people everywhere.

Saint Germain’s Words:
“Mighty I AM Presence”! charge me with the power of a million people when I issue my Decrees, and with every call I make blaze a million Light Rays into the condition to dissolve and consume cause, effect, record and memory of the discord and hold eternally sustained the Ascended Masters’ Perfection in all I contained.
FUTURE APPEARANCES
OF THE MESSENGERS

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA
OAKLAND MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM, 10th and Fallon
February 17th to February 26th Inclusive—10 Days
For Information: “I AM” READING ROOM, 124 Montecito Street.

DENVER, COLORADO
SHIRLEY SAVOY HOTEL, 17th and Lincoln
March 12th to March 19th Inclusive—8 Days
For Information: “I AM” READING ROOM, 514 16th St.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
AUDITORIUM THEATRE, 56 East Congress Street
April 2nd to April 16th Inclusive—15 Days
For Information: “I AM” READING ROOM, 9th Floor Auditorium Hotel.

NEW YORK CITY
MECCA TEMPLE, 133 West 55th Street
April 28th to May 7th Inclusive—10 Days
For Information: Contact “I AM” READING ROOM
Murray Hill Hotel, Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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KYA, San Francisco
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KOY, Phoenix, Ariz.
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WCTN, Minneapolis, Minn.
9:45 A.M., Sundays
WTHT, Hartford, Conn.
10:45-11:00 A.M., Sundays
11:45-12:00 A.M., Thursdays
WINS, New York City
2:45-3:00 P.M., Sundays
KGU, Honolulu
10:30-10:45 A.M., Sundays

NOTE: We reserve all Radio Broadcasting rights unconditionally, and no one is allowed to broadcast any of the "I AM" Instruction, or read from the books over the Radio except Mr. or Mrs. Ballard.
PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT

All subscriptions must start with March, 1936, March, 1937, or March, 1938. All back issues may be secured at any time, either by yearly subscription or single copies at the following rates:

In California $3.09 a year
In United States outside of California $3.00
In other countries $3.50 a year
Single copies 35 cents

The magazines may be purchased in attractive bound volumes, matching the Saint Germain Series and holding one year’s issues. Price $4.25. Binding your own copies, $1.25. Plus shipping.

*These Prices Apply to All Back Issues*

Please make checks payable to SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM

ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.
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<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 19x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 18x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Emblems (stickers)</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 30x48</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 12x20</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I  
By Godfre Ray King  
Containing the first group of the author’s experiences.  
Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II  
By Godfre Ray King  
Containing the second group of the author’s experiences.  
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,  
Volume III  
By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain  
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters’ application of the “I AM,” with three color plates.  
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,  
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2  
By Chanera  
A selection of powerful adorations, affirmations and Decrees of the “Mighty I AM Presence.”  
Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,  
Volume VI  
By Various of the Ascended Masters  
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.  
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,  
Volume VII  
By Various of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings  
Containing twenty-six Discourses, dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.  
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

“I AM” ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS  
By Chanera  
Vest pocket Edition powerful Adorations and Affirmations.  
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

“I AM” DECREES BOOKLET  
By Chanera  
A paper bound booklet, containing a collection of “I AM” Decrees which everyone can use to bring Freedom to the individual, America and the world.  
Size 5 1/2 x 8.  
Price reduced to 50c each, Postpaid 65c

TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
“UNVEILED MYSTERIES”—In Two Volumes  
Price $5.25  
“THE MAGIC PRESENCE”—In Three Volumes  
Price $7.75  
“THE ‘I AM’ DISCOURSES”—In Two Volumes  
Price $6.75  
“ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES”  
(In preparation)  
plus mailing charges

CHART OF “THE MAGIC PRESENCE”
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and meditation.  
Size 12 x 20. Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20  
Larger size on heavy linen for Study Groups and individual use.  
Size 30 x 48. Price $15.00, mailing charges included

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.  
Size 12 x 16. Price each $2.00, Postpaid $2.25
PICTURE OF THE COSMIC BEING, ORION, better known as "THE OLD MAN OF THE HILLS"
Hand colored steel engraving of etching by Robert Aguilar.
Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscription begins with March, 1939.
Price $3.00, Single copy 35c

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS
A Series of Broadcasts available for use, containing explanation of the Law of Life; also protection for America. For information write Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois.

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES

SONGS
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
RAINBOW RAYS
ROSE OF LIGHT
A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King. These are especially charged with powerful healing activity.

GODDESS OF LIBERTY  Music—Virginia LaFerrera; Lyrics—Catherine Rogers
VICTORY  Music—Virginia LaFerrera; Lyrics—Catherine Rogers

ASCENDED MASTER YOUTH OF AMERICA
Music and Lyrics—Virginia LaFerrera

MINUTE MEN OF SAINT GERMAIN  Music—Virginia LaFerrera
Lyrics—Catherine Rogers

Each piece of music has beautifully lithographed covers in color, suitable for framing, each representing that which the music portrays.
Price each $1.00, Postpaid $1.15

SONG BOOKS
Containing many new and original songs for which music will be published and released as quickly as possible through the Saint Germain Press.
Price each 50c, Postage 5c

PHONOGRAPH AND VICTOR RECORDS
106-A—VOCAL SOLO (Rainbow Rays) Original Catherine Rogers
106-B—VOCAL SOLO (My Song Divine) Original Catherine Rogers
107-A—VOCAL SOLO (Rose of Light) Original Catherine Rogers
107-B—VOCAL SOLO (Presence of Beauty) Original Catherine Rogers
108-A—MALE CHORUS (Minute Men of Saint Germain) Original Minute Men of Los Angeles
108-B—MALE CHORUS (Victory) Original Minute Men of Los Angeles
109-A—VOCAL SOLO (Nearer Thee) Original Catherine Rogers
109-B—VOCAL SOLO (Cross Blue Flame) Original Catherine Rogers
SONG BOOKS

Containing many new and original songs for which music will be published and released as quickly as possible through the Saint Germain Press.
Price each 50 cents, Postage 4 cents

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

GODDESS OF LIBERTY—Arranged for 21-piece Band. Price $2.00, Postpaid $2.15

PHONOGRAPH AND VICTOR RECORDS

RR-1201—INVOCATION ................................................................. Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION (Silent Night) .................................. Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION ............................................................. Mr. and Mrs. Ballard
RR-1247—HARP MEDITATION (Nearer My God to Thee) ............... Mrs. Ballard

100A—VOCAL SOLO (Beautiful Presence) ........................................ Catherine Rogers
100-B—VOCAL SOLO (Ecstasy) ..................................................... Catherine Rogers
101-A—VOCAL SOLO (My Victory) ................................................. Catherine Rogers
101-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star) On Wings of Song ......................... Catherine Rogers
102-A—VOCAL SOLO (Goddess of Liberty) Original ....................... Catherine Rogers
102-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star) Original ..................................... Catherine Rogers
103-A—VOCAL SOLO (Ascended Master Youth of America) Original . Catherine Rogers
103-B—VOCAL SOLO (The Guardian Cherubim) Original ................ Catherine Rogers
104-A—VOCAL SOLO (Light of My Heart) Original ....................... Catherine Rogers
104-B—VOCAL SOLO (I Come on the Wings of Light) Original .... Catherine Rogers
105-A—VOCAL SOLO (Lotus My Love) Original ............................. Catherine Rogers
105-B—VOCAL SOLO (The Cosmic Hour) Original ....................... Catherine Rogers

These Records are suitable for individual meditation or use in Study Groups.
Price each $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

---

Headquarters for All Publications
SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P.O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.
Western Representative
SINDELAR STUDIOS, 2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, California
Copyrighted by Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois
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